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fvdneV Ball believes he has "come full circle" with his latest body of paintings.'ihe zg-
\year-old artist although having at times a low profile, at least in Australia in the l9B0s

, "1 moved to the country some years ago and wanted to find a way to use the.trees, to work
with the figure and reintroduce figuration, use the trees sort of like actors in this huge land-
scape stage."

But then the artist, who was renowned for his abstraction "went basically into an area of
deconstruction " Ball decided that he wanted to "bring together the Apollonian and Dionysian
- something that the theorists are forever saying you can't do.,,

Ball wanted to combine the two central principles in Greek culture; The Apollonian, as the
basis of all analytic distinctions and structured, rational thought and The Dionysian - drunk-
enness and madness, enthusiasm and ecstasy, instinctive, chaotic emotions. Having moved
to the bush and built his own house, Ball came to the conclusion that the two extremes had
already met when the first Europeans landed in Australia. "They brought into Australia the
right angle and plonked it into the landscape," he says, referring to the alien presence of
Western architecture in the organic forms of the bush.

Ball had concluded that the Australian bush was Dionysian indeed. "So I started to include
the rectangle over the top of this twisting Dionysian background. Then I decided to go into
acrylics from oil paint to increase the intensity of the imagery an{ now I have these stark,
architectural images with the rectangle and then I've re-introduced the circlel" The rectangle
and the circle were key motifs in Ball's earliest work; thus full circle.

It was the rectangle and the circle that became one of the more memorable images in 1968
when the National GalJery of Victoria opened its new space in St Kilda Road with an exhibi-
tion titled The Field.lt was a show which in part explored the influence of American rnodernism
in Antipodean art and revealed to the public a gamut of artists who would go on to be some
of the leading figures in years to come. Those artists included Robert Hunter, Ian Burn, peter
Booth and Robert lacks
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. But an equally powerful artist who seemed to slide into a degree of obscurity was Sydney
Ball. This is one of the oddities of the Australian art world. Ball has won ntimbrous awards and
been included in a dazzling array of prestigious collections but his stringently abstract
approach see.fned to lose favour in recent decades.

Chris Deutscher of Deutscher-Menzies auction house believes that the entire period during
which Ball evolved has been largely neglected. "You look at his work now and he really was on
the money," he says. "His work from the late 60s looks smart and relevant now. But some
artists like him shifted, so it's not so easy to see a continuity. The museums haven't pushed
the period and largely treat the 60s in a cursory way. But it could well be that Sydney Ball will
'be far more significant than a lot the young kids with their flashy images right now."

Charles Nodrum of Charles Nodrum Gallery in Melbourne specialises in artists of Ball's
period and stresses his historical importance. "ln Australian art historical terms he was in the
forefront of colour-field painting and one of the first to go to New York. His Canto pictures were
a monumental group of works. His Persian series were a move away from the rigorously sym-
metrical format, but they were still decidedly hard-edge, very crisp pictures."

Nodrum says that he was surprised in the late 1970s by Ball's l'big splashy paintings. I
thought they'd got the name of the artist wrong!" he admits. "But I got to iike those just as a
got to love the Cantos."

John Stringer, who was Exhibitions Officer at the National Gallery of Victoria at the time of
The Field. wrote in the catalogue for the 2002 exhibition Fieldwork that Ball "established himself
as a prophet at home by generating large canvases dominated by bold pattern and flat,
opaque colour that seemed to have no precedent in Australian culture."

Indeed, as.but one example, Ball's 1966 painting Cantl, parl of a major series with its lumi-
nescent orange abstract form against dark blacks and greens preceded the push towards such
abstraction thatThe Fiald represented. Whenever these paintings reappear, either on the walls
of State galleries or in commercial spaces, viewers are stunned by the powerful graphic
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approach and the way in which Balt's bold colouration has retained its power.
Born in 1933,Ball was initially self-taught, travellingthrough the United States, where he

came into contact with the gods of abstraction: Willem de Kooning, Philip Guston, Robert
Mothenrell and others. Ofi his return, inspired by hard-edge abstraction, he began using flat
expanses of bright primary colours on contrasting backgrounds. The symmetry of the circle in
the square was broken up in the next group of works in the late 1960s: his Persian series,
inspired by themes and motifs of Persian and Middle Eastern art and architecture (three of
these works were included inThe Field exhibition).

The 1970s saw a dramatic break with hard edge, the previous precision was replaced with
spontaneous splashes and drips, though still predominantly in high key colours.

After purchasing land coitaining numerous Aboriginal sites north of Sydney, Ball began
exploring the environmentally destructive activities of progress and the difficulties faced by
Australia's traditional owners. Attempting to develop a relationship with the land and its
Aboriginal history he began moving away from abstraction, and working with figuration, repre-
sentation and landscape. By 1985, with such works as Descent from the Totem, he incorporated
stylistically primitive symbolic figures which could be seen claiming ownership of the landscape.
There were hints of Manet's Dejeuner sur l'Herbe, the style of the European painter becoming an
intruder imposed on the landscape in a representation of the conflict of tradition and history

Ball's remarkable use of colour found numerous fans and inspired Patrick McCaughey to
write in Artlnternatilnll in 1974 that:

"spanning all the recent paintings is Ball's capacity to integratb his natural instinct as a
paintel letting the colour obey a gravitational fall within the canvas, with a sophisticated
knowingness about the roots of his inspiration. He stands like any sophisticated painter in the
full knowledge of his immediate past and yet retains the right instinct to let painting follow its

"But it could well be that Sydney Ball will be far more.significant
than a lot the young kids with their flashy images right now.". *.

inherent drive to be painterly. The effect is that his close knowledge and appreciation of the
immediate past does not lead to arch and 'composed' works. The paintings declare his sensi-
bility - educated in the lessons of the masters - and his feeling."

In 2003 Ball's 1968-69 series of Modular Paintings was exhibited at the Sarah Cottier Gallery
in Sydney. The paintings had been initially shown at the Bonython Gallery in Paddington in
1969 and, although being glowingly reviewed by Elwyn Lynn in Tfte Bulletin at the time, prompt-
ly disappeared

When Bruce lames reviewed the Sarah Cottier show in The Sydneq Morning Herald it was
with a degr-ee of rapture: "Ball's brilliantly weighted assemblies of enamel on wood and
acrylic on canvas are a ringing assertion of his own capacities as an arlist, and of Australia's
advanced position, vis-a-vis the abstract.practice ofthe day," lames wrote. "They hold the
walls supremely well Each claims a solid block of visual space around it, as the eye fills in
the intervals and gaps created by L-shaped or angular panels. Without such names as
Delphi, Temple, New Seasons and Reach, Ball's works would still convey an unmistakable
sense of spiritual striving. They are soaringly ambitious objects ... Three decades of igno-
minious obscurity have not dimmed their muscular yet delicately calibrated monumentality.
This is not an instance of the heroic male posturing in which post-war abstraction was all-
too-embarrassingly steeped. This is something else. Something braver and better. Truer. lt
is a case of an artist caught at a moment of immense self-confidence, very nearly of ecsta-
sy, as he summons from within himself a series of geometries so sumptuous and.grand as
to leave the spectator breathless."

But Ball has far from slowed down between l968 and now. Various bodies of work continue
to appear-from his studio.

According to Charles Nodrum, Ball's most recent shifts are particularly exciting. "l've
noticed recently that he's moving towards a lighter formalist approach, which I think is better
suited for him - they are closer to his colour-field roots."

But Ball had done something most unusual. At a time in his career when most artists set-
tle into regular local showings, Ball had found a more lucrative and appreciative market in
South Korea.

He began showing with Sun Galleries in 1990. The exhibition was a huge critical and com-
mercial success - a sell-out, in fact -with the Korean National Museum of Contemporary Art
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Sydney Ball, Mourtak Red 1974:5. Acrylic and enamel on canvas. 2'l 8 x 2l3cm. couRrEsY suLLlvAN AND STRUMPF FINE ABr

acquiring one of his works.

. 'ball hit a chord in Korea and the result was that he didn't show as regularly in Australia,"

says Nodrum. "There were two issues, firstly, to be honest, they weren't selting all that well in
'Australia. The second was that they were being received very warmly in Korea. lf you're an

Australian artist showing overseas, your local audience tends to dry up. Ordinarily an artist by

that stage of their caieer has finished their time of travelling, but Ball didn't go that path "

The Korean connection grew from Ball showing with Eileen Chanin's Macquarie Galleries in

Sydney. During an American art fair Macquarie had a stand next to Seoul's Sun Gallery. The

two decided to endeavour on a reciprocal swap of artists. "l was the first cab off the rank," says

Ball. "l'd almost been sent to Korea during the Korean War. This was a far more preferable way

to go."
Nodrum believes that Ball has claimed his place in history. He describes buying one of the

Canto paintings and being stunned by how the colours leapt off the wall decades after it was

painted. "He's especially important because arguably he's the first one [to tackle abstract

colour-field painting in Australial. The Cantos especially have stood the test of time. The circle

in the square is a perennial really. You can go on about the |ungian male/female symbolism,
you can go on forever about what they're about, but they just have that edginess that doesn't
go away."

Regardless of Jungian readings or Ball's own Dionysian/Apollonian interpretation there is
another bottom line. "The Canto works were very spiritual," says Ball. "l was very aware of

Rothko, that painting had to be about what one feels about life." Regardless o[ formalist tac-

tics, to Ball painting "still has to have that love of life, that ioi de vie!" X

Sydney Ball's Stain Paintings will be exhibited at Sullivan and Strumf Fine Art, Sydney from

9 to 22 MaY 2006.
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